
 

 
 
October 3, 2019 

Ms. Michelle Arsenault, Advisory Committee Specialist 

National Organic Standards Board 

USDA–AMS–NOP 

1400 Independence Ave., SW., 

Room 2642-S., Mail Stop 0268 

Washington, DC 20250–0268 

 

Submitted via Regulations.gov. 

RE: Docket # AMS-NOP-19-0038 

NOSB Materials/GMO Subcommittee Proposal: Genetic integrity transparency of 

seed grown  on organic land  

Dear NOSB Members: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Materials/GMO Subcommittee 

Proposal regarding genetic integrity transparency of seed grown on organic land, including 

instruction to certifiers. MOSA certifies approximately 2,150 organic operations throughout the 

United States, with the majority of those in the Midwest, where GE contamination is a constant 

threat. We’ve commented on most prior NOSB documents related to this concern, going back 

five or six years. We’ve emphasized the gravity of the problem from our perspective, the 

impracticality of buffering to avoid genetic trespass, and the need for USDA to ensure that the 

coexistence burden does not solely fall on the organic community. We don’t think this proposal 

causes more undue burden on organic producers, but it also does not effectively address the 

contamination problem, and we think the proposal could be simplified further by shortening its 

chain of communication. More specific comments follow. 

The top of the proposal’s second page introduces the additional step that “certifiers should 

recommend that farmers request information on GE testing…” And, the bottom of the third page 

says, “certifiers can suggest (retaining seed samples) to farmers as another step…” We certifiers 

already can provide this type of general, widely-applicable information to farmers. But, as 

written, these sentences sound a little like they’re recommending consulting. Certifiers are 

prohibited from consulting, as described at Standards section 205.501(a)(11). But, we can 

provide general technical assistance and we’re required to provide certified operators and 

certification applicants with sufficient information to enable compliance (reference section 

205.501(a)(8). It’s sometimes challenging to define the line between acceptable education and 

unacceptable consulting, but we try to avoid words like “recommend,” or “suggest,” Further, 

while the word “should” can be useful toward enabling reasonable flexibility, it also makes 

enforcement challenging.  

https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=AMS_FRDOC_0001-1862
https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/MSGeneticIntegrityTransparencyProposalFall2019.pdf
https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/MSGeneticIntegrityTransparencyProposalFall2019.pdf


The proposal is more cumbersome than needed for its simplicity. It asks NOP to instruct 

certifiers to inform producers that they can request testing information from their seed 

suppliers. That’s a four-person communication chain. We certifiers already can pass on this 

information to producers, and don’t need an NOP instruction to do so. In essence, this is a 

proposal about increasing producer education. We’d suggest a recommendation to more directly 

educate producers about their contamination prevention options, perhaps through NOP training 

directed at organic producers. And ideally, the wider USDA would take up this concern and 

educate all producers - organic and conventional -  toward a more functional coexistence. 

We support the request for NOP funding for a task force to collect statistical information 

detailing the GE contamination problem. Without aggregate data, we cannot sensibly enforce 

our non-GMO standard or otherwise develop sound solutions. In turn, the contamination 

problem persists, and likely grows. It is disappointing that this proposal cannot take further 

action to force change, fairly. We again stress that the need for corrections is urgent, while 

recognizing that good data may take several years and must account for many variables. In the 

meantime, as the proposal encourages farmers to obtain GE testing information, we’re left 

wondering how to protect organic consumer expectations within this paradigm of knowing 

about contamination that is much out of the control of organic operators. The proposal is not 

unfairly burdensome, but from an enforcement perspective, it doesn’t give us any more teeth. 

We like the proposal as a fairly simple improvement in education, and appreciate that it 

recognizes organic farmers’ commitment to avoiding GE contamination, and notes how such 

contamination affects organic markets. Perhaps education regarding options will help to correct 

the problem, over time, as informed organic farmers make purchase decisions which raise the 

bar. 

We additionally affirm the need for the various research priorities related to coexistence of GE 

and conventional crops, and appreciate the new research priorities addition of assessing the 

genetic integrity of crops at risk. We also like the recognition that research is needed on a 

(policy) mechanism to provide conventional growers incentives to take their own measures to 

prevent genetic trespass. This is an organic problem, but irresponsible conventional production 

is to blame. Organic is living up to its side of the coexistence concept. To be fair and effective, 

the contamination burden must be shared, and to get there requires wider USDA support. 

We recognize it’s difficult to balance accountability with practicality amidst competing interests. 

Thanks for your work on this challenging issue, over many years.  

Respectfully submitted,  

The MOSA Certification Team 


